INTRODUCTION
============

Conserved residues forming tightly packed clusters might correspond to energy hot spots in both protein--protein and protein--DNA complexes. The role of conserved residues in determining interface residues has been well documented ([@B1; @B2; @B3]). A number of studies have pointed to the crucial nature of clusters of conserved residues (CCRs) ([@B4; @B5; @B6; @B7; @B8]). CCRs have been shown to be distributed in protein--DNA and protein--protein interfaces. Clusters of hot spots have been shown to contribute in a major way to the stability of protein cores and interfaces, and are useful in understanding both protein--protein and protein--DNA interactions. They further assist in predicting interfaces. Obtaining clusters is time consuming and requires several computational steps. An objective protocol and tool to determine CCRs should therefore be useful. CCRXP automates the detection and analysis of such clusters in protein structures. In this article, we describe the working principles of CCRXP and also present additional statistics, which shows that energy hot spots are more abundant in clusters detected by this server compared with other residues.

IMPLEMENTATION
==============

CCRXP consists of two input modules, whose implementation is detailed in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Default module CCRXP_lite can be accessed directly from the server's top page by entering a valid protein data bank (PDB) ID. The alternative module CCRXP_ADV allows users to select a number of filtering and clustering options ([Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq360/DC1)). Both versions allow users to upload their coordinate files. Figure 1.Overall workflow in CCRXP web server.

CCRXP uses a number of publicly available tools as well as those developed by us. The main input of the server is PDB formatted file. Only the latest PDB format (version 3.0 onwards) compliant files ([@B9]) will provide complete results.

Some of the most important tools used are as follows:

-   BLAST: the standard blastall program ([@B10]) is used to search similar sequences in the UniRef90 database, derived from UniProt ([@B11]). The top N alignments are saved for further processing (N is selected by users, with 20 as default). By far, this is the slowest component of the server processes and determines the speed of CCRXP. An alternative could be to use alignments provided by users. However, PDB files often have modified or missing residues in the terminal or intermediate positions, causing a mismatch between sequence and structure data sets. Therefore, a comprehensive system starting from all information derived from a single source (PDB ATOM records) is found to be less error-prone and retained.

-   Clustalw is used to generate multiple alignments of sequences found by blastall ([@B12]).

-   Scorecons: a publicly available program scorecons, provided by Valdar ([@B13]) is used to compute the conservation score from multiple alignments.

-   DSSP: this program is used to calculate solvent accessibility and secondary structure ([@B14]).

Packing density, the geometric positions of residues used for clustering and some other structural properties of the clusters are obtained by dedicated C programs written earlier \[e.g. ([@B8])\]. The clustering algorithm essentially uses a single linkage criterion in which a tree is cut into branches at a fixed distances cutoff (default is 5 Å). The clustering program starts with all residue positions as seeds and successively adds other residues to the evolving clusters using single linkage criterion. Specifically, residues are scanned sequentially (in multiple iteration) and attached to a growing cluster if the distance between an atom of the residue to any atom of any residue in the cluster is less than the distance cutoff. Many seeds will generate identical clusters and only one of them is finally selected. Users are allowed to choose the maximum linkage distance in the advanced version of CCRXP. In addition, buried residues may be filtered out from clusters by choosing a solvent accessibility cutoff. Results can also be filtered by cluster size.

Server-side load distribution is performed by open source workload management system PBS ([www.openpbs.org](www.openpbs.org)).

Final cluster outputs are also rendered in the form of a Jmol script (<http://www.jmol.org>), which allows users of Java-enabled browsers to manually examine them on the fly.

CLUSTERS IN PROTEIN--DNA, PROTEIN--PROTEIN AND PROTEIN--RNA COMPLEXES
=====================================================================

We have shown earlier that the residues belonging to a conserved cluster contribute more to the stability of protein--DNA complexes ([@B8]). To evaluate the applicability of this principle, we present statistics of free energy changes in mutations taking place in positions characterized by conservation scores, number of conserved neighbors and the cluster size to which a given mutant residue belongs (parent cluster size). To do so, we first classified mutant data for protein--protein and protein--RNA complexes into hot spots and non-hot spots, using a common definition, i.e. positions at which a mutation to Ala (in protein--protein complex alanine-scanning data in protein--protein complexes) or any other residue (protein--RNA complex data derived from ProNIT) caused a loss of stability (ΔΔ*G*) by \>2.0 kcal/mol ([@B15]). Then we calculated the expected values for three types of residues in hot spots namely (i) the number of conserved residues (a cutoff for conservation score was fixed at 0.6 for all statistics in this work); (ii) the number of conserved neighbors (within 5 Å from the target residue in complex structure); and (iii) the number of residues in the parent cluster (size of the cluster to which a query mutant position belongs, as computed by CCRXP using default settings). Expected values were calculated by computing the per residue values for the entire data and multiplying by the total number of hot spot mutations. Expected values of these parameters were compared with the observed number of residues in each category. Inspections of the statistical results establishes that the residues belonging to these clusters are more likely to be energy hot spots (most stabilizing residues) compared to all other residues, including conserved residues. A summary of statistics is presented below.

Clusters in protein--RNA complexes
----------------------------------

A total of 157 single-residue mutations in RNA-binding protein, which had sufficient homologs to calculate conservation scores were obtained (complete data in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq360/DC1)). All single mutation data with known values of free energy change and entry in PDB from ProNIT were used for this study ([@B9],[@B15]). [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} (upper panel) shows the main results of the statistics using a chi-squared test of significance. As observed from the table, conserved residues are more abundant in hot spots compared to non-hot spots (70% or 0.70 per residue compared with 55% or 0.55 per residue), leading to a χ^2^-value of 0.9 (corresponding *P*-value is 3.3e-1). When we look at the number of conserved residue neighbors in hot spots, these values are 4.1 versus 2.5 in hot spots and non-hot spots, respectively. This increased the χ*^2^*-value to 20.0 and improved *P*-value to 7.8e-6. However, when we look at the size of the parent clusters, we find that hot spot residues lie in clusters whose average size is 15.6 compared with 11.0 for non-hot spots, thereby increasing the χ^2^-value to 52.1 and substantially improving *P*-value to 5.1e-13. Thus, we conclude that looking at the CCRs, we are more likely to pick residues with higher contribution to stability and that is where CCRXP will be useful. Table 1.Chi-square statistics of conserved residues, number of conserved neighbors and size of the parent cluster in hot spots residues (ΔΔ*G* ≥ 2.0 kcal/mol)Frequency in hot spots (per mutant position)Frequency in non-hot spots (per mutant position)Expected counts (in all hot spots)Observed counts (in all hot spots)χ^2^-value*P*-valueProtein--RNA complexes^a^    Conserved residues0.700.5537.1430.93.3e-01    Conserved neighbors4.12.5186.925220.07.8e-06    Residues in parent clusters15.611.0767.096752.12.0e-11Protein-protein complexes^b^    Conserved residues0.470.3522.8270.83.8e-01    Conserved neighbors2.41.7108.31252.61.1e-01    Residues in parent clusters7.42.7262.942896.42.4e-24[^1][^2]

Clusters in protein--protein complexes
--------------------------------------

For the protein--protein complexes, we analyzed 150 mutations in protein--protein interfaces, taken from our recent study ([@B16]). Complete statistics is provided in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq360/DC1). Statistics, identical to the previous section on protein--RNA complexes is presented in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} (lower panel). In the case of protein--protein complexes, conserved residue populations in hot spots were only weakly higher than non-hot spots (0.47 per residue or 47% residues are conserved in hot spots, compared with 0.35 per residue or 35% in non-hot spot regions, with χ^2^ = 0.8; *P* = 0.38), whereas the number of conserved neighbors had a slightly better separation (2.2 per residue compared with 1.7 in non-hot spot residues; χ^2^ = 2.6; *P* = 0.11), and most significantly the number of residues in parent clusters of hot spots were much more abundant than in non-hot spot residues (χ^2^ = 96.4; *P* = 2.4e-24). The average parent cluster size of hot spot residues was found to be 7.4 compared with 2.7 for non-hot spot residues.

The above results show that the significance of conserved clusters is not limited to DNA-binding proteins, but extends to protein--RNA and protein--protein complexes. We should note that CCRXP is complementary to a previous database, HotSprint, documenting computational hot spots in the protein--protein interfaces combining conservation, packing density and solvent accessibility of residues in the protein interfaces. In HotSprint, only individual hot spots are provided whereas CCR XP is a server that finds CCRs in protein--protein, protein--RNA and protein--DNA complexes that are tightly packed in 3D protein structures. We further show that these CCRs comprise hot spots.

INTERPRETATION OF THE CCRXP OUTPUTS
===================================

A number of structural features for residues in conserved clusters are returned by CCRXP. As shown above and in our previous works, we conclude that the most important residues are the ones that occur in large clusters, have higher conservation scores and are also surrounded by more conserved neighbors. Solvent accessibility values returned by the server also identify residues on the surface as well as more solvent-accessible members of a cluster. The number of positively and negatively charged residues is also provided to roughly estimate the electrostatic nature of a cluster. Further information on the electrostatic nature is provided by the dipole moment values, calculated by selecting only the cluster members and assigning charges to selected residue positions as in our earlier work ([@B17]). Although explicit prediction scores are not provided, it has been shown that positively charged clusters are often found in the DNA interface and such clusters can be detected by this server. Similarly, hydrophobic clusters, often present in protein--protein interfaces, can also be identified.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq360/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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[^1]: ^a^Hot spot mutations = 60; conserved residue mutations = 96; total mutations = 157.

[^2]: ^b^Hot spot mutations = 58; conserved residue mutations = 59; total mutations = 150.
